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IN THE SUPREME COURT

of the
STATE OF UTAH

,JOSEPH H. DL'PLEJR, L. HOWARD
hiARCUS, B. M. Hm..; and DA YID
I. ZIXIK,
Plaintiffs and Appellants,
C'aRf'

No. !JO-P..;

-vs.-

2.IArRICE YATES,

Defendant and Respondent.

Plaintiffs (Appellant,;) concede that their Brief deah
in generalitie,;. They do not attempt to rationalize thei1
position with the allegations of their complaint::; in tlw
Wyoming cases against the Aimonettos and Sirnmons and
other matters that were before the trial court on the
motion for summary judgment. Jnasmuch as defendant
contends that the complaint in the instant case is di::;sipated b;.· the proceedings initiated h~- the plaintiffs in
the civil aetions in \','yarning and thC' maHcrs ineident
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~

thereto, we deem it appropriate, and in order to make
more comprehensive the ruling on the motion for summary juUgment, to rec;tate the f:u·t~ 11·it.h emphasis on
the matten that refute and contradict the e~sential elements attempted to be stated in the present complaint.

(a)

The AimoneHo Tra!IMtclion.,·

The first three cau~es of action involve specific
interests in United States Oil and Gas LL'a~e, Vlyorning
Serial 013420, sold br Joe and Leo Ai111onetto. Dupler
allege" that on t1w 1Gth tlay or :\larrlL, 1954, he paid
$30,000.00 to the Aimonettos "for a one-half interest in
the one-fourth interer;t in said oil and gas lease" as it pertained to the S\Vl4 of the NE% of Section 11, 'T'ownship
U Xorth, Range GG \Yest, \Veston Cnunty, \\'yoming
(fjrst eau~e of ae.tion); that on or about February 16,
1954. he paid the AimoneUos $17,500.00 for a one-fourth
intere~t in the lease as it covered the SW:J,i of the S"\Y~i
of Section 2, same townshiiJ and range (second cause of
action); that he paid $7,000.00 to the defendant Yates,
who, it is alleged, on or about the 16th day of January,
1954, Fal~''l) repre.'iented that he had pmchased ~'i% "of
;;aid oil >veil" for Dupler from the Aimonettos (third
<.'ause of action).

On February 7, 1955, Dupler filed an action in the
District Court of the United States for the District of
Wyoming against the two Aimonettos, Exhibit "D" in
the instant case. The complaint in Wyoming sets forth
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three causes of action and alleges payment by Dupler
to the Aimonettos of the $30,000.00, the $17,500.00 and
the $7,000.00 mentioned above. As to the $7,000.00 item
Dupler, in his complaint against the .Aimonettos (page
3), alleged in part as follows:
''8. " " .. defendants, by means of a long dis.
tance telephone communication between )JL·v.rcastle, ·wyoming and Palm Springs, California,
offered and agreed to sell to plaintiff, and plaintiff agreed to purchase, for a cash consideration
of $7,000.00 plus a portion of the completion co::;ts
of a well thereon an undivided five per cent (J~-;;)
working interest in and to the same and identical
oil and gas lease aJ:J is described above, covering
the same lands as are dc;;eribcd in paragmph G
above.

9. 'l'horeaftcr, del'endant~, " ~ " ('aused ~ * ~
delivery to plaintiff al'h•r sale a written asl;ignment, dated JIJaJ·ch 5, 1H54, of m1 unrlivided five
per· tl•nt (;)~,;) \vorking interest in u* t.hc land~
described in paragraph (j above. Plaintiff paid t.o
dcl'cndants for said ~ecurity a <'ash consideration
or $'1,000.00."
In the \Yyoming action Duplee asserted that Uw
Aimonettm; had defrauded him in the particulars described in sub-paragrapl1s (a) through (r) of paragraph
nnmbt'nxl 3 of the second and third causes of action
(page~ 4-10, Exhibit "D"). Portions of sueh allegation~
are:
"(a) On or about December 20, 1953, dcl'cndant
Joe Aimonetto represented in person to plaintiff, .. u as an inducement to get plaintifl" to purdla~\" the .~t>cnrit.ies dP~rribed ahove, that \Yell
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No. 1, which was drilled by defendants on the
S"\Vlf4SE:J,i of Section 11, u" had a grE'.ater prospective ineome producing power than it had in
truth and in fact.
(b) At the time and place aforesaid, defendant
Joe Aimonetto represented to plaintiff that Well
~o. 1 had a value greater lhan ii had in trut11
and in fact.
(r·) At the time and plaee aforesaid, defendant
.Joe Aimonetto represented in person to plaintiff

that Well Xo. 1 was producing at a rate greater
than it was i11 truth and in fart.

• • •
ik) On or alJout February 1-l-, 193-l-, ddcndants
re-presented in pNson to 11laintiff that an equal
undivided fractional working interest in J5aid
lease had been sold to another for a I'On~idcration
identical lo that which was paid to defendants
by plaintiff, and \Yhich repre~entation was false.

• • •
(p) Between Feb1·uary 8. 1954 and .\lay 1, 195-!
defendant;; re-presented to plaintiff on several
or-easions that Well No. :2. which was drilled hy
defendants on the S\Y\:j_tl\\n/1· Section ~. Town~hip 4-1 ~orth, Range 66 West, a part of said
lcas0, had a producing potential and capacity
equal to or in excess of, and would produce as
much oil, if not more, than Well No.1, when, in
truth and in ract, Well No.2 was ~o drilled or so
located as to have a much smaller potential and
capacity.
( q) On or about Mareh 5, 19.1-+ when defendantR
sold plaintiff an undivided :J% working interest
iu and to said lease as to the lands last above
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described, defendants omitted to state or disrlos<'
to plaintiff that an additional five per cent un"
divided interest in the same lands was being assigned to a third person as a commission for thE>
sale of said security to plaintiff."
Dupler alleged that he "first learned of said untruth~
and on1issiom; during on or ahollt tl11• month of June,

1954," and that he lJas elected to rescind said transaction"
and "hereby offers" to reassign the interests to tlw
Aimonettos (Page 9, Exhibit "D"). In the in~>tant casE'
the plaintiffs say that they did not discover the fact><
constituting the alleged fraud "until June, 1956." Tlw
instant action was commenced by service of a Sulllrrwm
on October 9, 1931 (H. 13).

:>Jaintiff B. :1L Roe filed suit against the Aimonettos
m the Wyoming Federal Court on February 24, 1956
(IL 65-72), alleging paJ"Inents to the Aimonettos totaliup
$10,500.00, the amount that Roe iE seeking to recovCI'
fr(>nt tlw defendant iTI tlu: in:;tant ease (::>e<:ond cau::>e oi
adion). Of the total amount that Roe alleges he paid
the Aimonettos, $7,000.00 was paid for an undivided
5'7<: working interest in the same lease involved in the
Dnpler-Aimonetto suit a;.. it covers 8edion 2. $3,500.00
of said amount was for a 2:_,~<;~ working interest in Uw
same lands. Allegations ·with respect to the fraud allegedly perpetrated upon Roe by the Aimonett.os are
particularized in subfledions (a) through (g) of paragraph 0 of the second cause of action in the 'Vyoming
~uit, \\hich allegation::\ are in part as follows:
"(a)

On or nhout Fehruaty 22, 195-1-, tJt n timr
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when plaintiff and defendant Joe Aimonet.to were
present in Las Vegas N cvada and again on "'
'and
'on'
v
about Ji"ebruary 27, 1954
or about ,
:March
5, 1954, by means of written assignments respectively dated Pcbrn.ary 25, 1954 and ~I arch 5. 1954
""df
.
'
e en d ants represented to plaintiff a greater
ownership and interest in *u Lease Serial No.
\Vyoming 01:"1425, coverin;.:, among other land~,
the SWlf4_SW%, of Section 2, ~"* than thev in
"
truth and in fact, had.

• • •
(c) On or about l<\•b1uary 22, 1954, at which
time defendants sold plaintiff an undivided five
percent ( 5%) working interest u.* and, agai11,
on or about March 5, 1954, at which time defendants ,;old plaintiff an undi·vidcd t,1-o and one-half
percent (2%7<-) working interest **"' dcrcndants
omitted to state to plaintiff that said lea~e was
subject to certain royaltif'>', overriding royalties,
free interests, drilling requirements and other
burdenc< and omitted to state that a part of the
working int Nest th.crein wa~ owned by persons
other than defendants.

• • •
( !') On 01' about March 3, 19:-J-±. when defendants
sold plaintiff an undivided two and one-half percent ( ;21;~ ~,-;-) working interest in and to said lease
as to the lands above described, defendant8 omit.
ted to state or disclose to plaintiff that an additional fractional undivided interest in the sanre
lease and lands was being a;:.signed to a third
person as a romrni~sion for the sale of said security to plaintiff.
(f) On or abont February 2?. 193-±. defendant
Joe Aimonetto represented in person to plaintiff
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at Las Vegas, Nevada that Well No. 2, which ':'a~
to be drilled bv defendant;; ~** had a producmg
potential and ~apacity equal to or in execs.<; of,
and ·would produce a,_~ much oil, if not more, than
Well Ko. 1, when, in truth and in fact, Well No.:.!
was so drilled or so located as to have a mud1
smaller potential and capacity. ""'"" ".
Plaintiff Roe in his \Vyoming action states, a~ doe::;
Dupler, that he has elected to rescind the transactions
and orl'ers to reassign the identicnl securities described.
He also alleges that in the exercise of due diligence llP
first learned of the alleged untruths and omissions "during on or about the month of .June, 195-t" The RoeAimonetto o:uit i~ based upon the same sections of the
Securities Act ol' 1933 as i~ the Dupler-.Aimonetto suit.
including the allegation that the transaclions, practices
and course of business operated as a fraud and dece-it
upon the plaintiff.
Plailttiff Zinik filed his action in the "\Yyoming Federal Court against I he· Aimonettos on February :!1, Hl55
(K /:i-8:2) for ~L:nli:\ totaling $10,500.00, the amount that
he i~ claiming· by the second cause r,f action in the instant
~ase. '!'he allegations of the Zinik-Aimonotto action are
substantially the Harne as those contained in the RocAimonetto ~nit, including the allegation of rescissioiJ.
tender of 1l1f~ ~ecuritie~ and that the particulars with
reference to the alleged fraud 'Nere first learned "during
or about the month of June, 1934."
Under date of August 20, 1956, Duple-r, Roc and
Zinik entered into an agreement. with the Airnonetto~
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(R. 57-61) for the reworking of the two wells on the

above mentioned properties and putting them back on
commercial production. The agreement provided for the
method of obtailling the costs and expenses of the work
to be 1mdcrtaken and contemplated the dismissal with
prejudice of the three actions filed against the Aimondto:-> in the Volyoming Federal Court. .Paragraph 4.3 of
the agreement reads:
''Cpon the signing of this agref'J:llent, the Aimoncttos shall cause all ~tep~ to be undertakE'.n and
diligently prosecuted as may be necessary to
carry out the intent ol' tbi~ agreement, and in
consideration thereof and of the covenants of the
partie~ hereto, it is expressly understood and
agreed that all claims and accounts p_:risting between said parties up to and including date hereof are hereby rli;;C'harged, relca~cd, ~cttlcd, and
compromised; and that the above-mentioned dvil
cases shall he dismissed -,vith prejudice." (R.. 61)
The agreement mentioned above contemplated the
participation of plaintiff ~lan·u.;; who thereafter ratified,
approved and conl"irmed the same and agreed to he bound
by the term1:i thereof. (Request for ~\.dmission of Facts,
H. 55, deemed admitted under Rule 36(a), Dt.ah Rules
of Civil Procedurf'.)
Pursuant to the agreement with the Aimonettos the
order of dismissal with prejudice was entered in each
of the three cases on October 25, 1956 (R. 73, 83 and
I<;xhibit "E").
(b)

The Simmons Transactions
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The fourth cause of action involves a 50% working
interest in an oil and gas lease covering the S"\V~ of the
;\~1/.t. of Section 34, 1'ownship 42 North, Range 60 \Vest,
\Veston County, \Vyoming, the suhjeet of a eontract of
sale between plaintiffs and the defendant on the one
hand and C. B. Simmons on the other hand. Pursuant. to
the con.t.raet Simmons executed assignments of the 50'}{1\·orking interest, dividOO 10% to Dupler for which he
paid $15,500.00, 10% to Yates for which it is alleged Yat.es
represented that he had paid $15,500.00, lQj{, to Marcus
for which he paid $15,500.00, 12Y2 % to Roe for which he
paid $19,275.00 and 7Y2% to Zinik for which he paid
$11,625.00, in all totaling $77,500.00. The plaintiffs pray
judgment again~t Yates for a total of $62,000.00 (R
42-45 I.
On :.\iareh i:!O, 1935, Dupler, _Hoc, Zinik and Marcus
filed an adion in the District Court of the United State~
for the Djstrict of V(yoming against Simmons et al.,
Civil action 3fl!l9, for the return to them of the $62,000.00
paid as stated above, and alleged that they had elected
to rescind said sales "and hereby offer to re-assip:n to
defendaJliH" the various percentages of working interests in ~aid oil and gas lease (Exhibit ''A"). The action
resulted in a judgment in favor of the plaintiffs (Dupler
eta/. r. Simmons tt al., 163 I<'. Supp. 535). The appeal
IJy Simmom; to the Tenth Circuit was dismi~sed pursuant
to ~tipulation of the parties (268 F.2d 217). The plaintiffs alleged that the.\· had been defrauded by Simmons
in l'l'rtnin particular~ in part as follows:
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"(a) On or about March 26, 1954, as an inducement to plaintiff~ to buy the J5Cmlrities hereinabove described, defendants represented and ·warranted to plaintiffs at Xewcastle, "\Yyoming that,
in drilling a well, hereinafter identified a,; Well
Xo. 3, *H de-fendants would employ a ~pceial dl'vice, for whirh they had the exclu~ive ur;e, and
that this special device when used in drilling
'Veil ~o. 3 would make five oil well opening" instead or one in Well No.3, 11hkh representation,
in truth and in fact, was false. This SPf'AJial device
wm; never used by defendants in drilling Well

..

Xo. 3.

"

(c) At the time and place last ,;tated, defendants, in order to induce plaintiffs to purchase
the J5Ccuritics hr-relnahove alleged, represented
to plaintiffs that Well No.3 when drilled, would
produce over 1,000 barr·el::; of oil ver day, which
repre;:>entation, in truth and in fact, was false.

"

..

(g) On or about J.farch 26, 1954, defendants
represented to plaintiffs at Newcastle, Wyoming
that afl.er the total consideration of $62,000.00
had been paid by plaintiff" to defendants for
their re::;pective interes1;; in said lease plaintiffs
would receive a 100% return on their investments
within 18 months, which representation, in truth
and in fact was false."
The plaintiffs in the Wyoming action alleged that they
first learned of tile untruths and omissions relied upon
by them "during on or about the month of June, 1954."
Exhibit "11 .. in the inst:mt rasP is the formal demand made Ly Dupler, lllarcu;;, Hoe and Zinik upon Sim-
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mons for the repayment of the ,;urn of $62,000.00 and the
formal offer to reassign and relinquish to Simmons the
various percentage::; of plaintiffs ill the leasehold intere~t. The Ucmuntl expl-e~c;ly exclude~ the defendant Yates,
but nevertheless designates Iris pereentage interest a~
being 107c.
Portions ol' the deposition of Dupler taken in the
Simmons case were before the court in the in;;tant action
through the medium of Exhibit ''C". Portions of ihf'
testimony of Dupler, Marcus, Zinik and Roe given in the
trial of the Simmons action were before the court in the
instant eu~e through the medium of Exhibit "B". Sperifir reference will he made hereafter to the previous
tf';.;tirnony of the plaint if!',;, and particularly -v.rilh regard
to the allegations of the C.Oillplain[. insofar as it allep;eR
a material repre~entation ur fact by the ddendant Yates
and plaintiff<>' reliance upon the same.
(c)

Statute of J,iJndatirms

In addition to the matterJ:J alleged in the Simrnon8
and Aimonetto ca~es aJ:J constituting the fraud and deceit
therein relied upon, and concerning wbieh the plaintiffs
h:-· their variou;., pleadings stated the:> had knowledge of
during or about the month of June, Hl54,, a.s contra~ted
\l-ith the allegations in the imtant ''a"'' to the effect that
they did not know of the alleged fraudulent conduct
of YaH•J:J "until June, 1956," there are the affidavitR of
J. Bracken Lee, Ramon )J". Bowman, Dr. Rowland H.
l\ferrill, Leland n. Flint, Thoma" Yett, Maurict> Ander~n11 and ,T l·~~ Wort (Exhibit.J:J "I•"' through "L") in the
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instant case. CertaiJ1 of the affidavit~, eon~erning which
we will have more to say, attribute statements to Dupler
and Zinik reflecting upon the integrity of the allegations
of discovery of the alleged wrongdoing on the part of
defendm1t Yates as alleged in the instant case. One or
more of the affidavits corroborate the matters contained
in the .A.imonetto and Sirnruons complaints and the testimony of the r;everal plaintiffs in the Simmons suit to the
eFfect that plaintiffs had knowledge of defendant's act.ivitiL·~ in connection with the \Yyoming leases more than
four year~ prior to the conm1encement of the present
action.
(d)

Tilf Amended Complaint

The fir~>t and third causes of action (R. B5-:17 and R.
-W-41 respectively) are on behalf of the plaintiff Dupler.
'J'hc second cau::;e of action (R. 37-39) is brought 1J)- tlw
plaintiff~ Dupler, Zinik and Roe and all three causes have
to do "'-ith the Aimonetto transactions as outlined above,
the several plaintiffs asking by way of damage from the
defendant Yates the variom; sums of money that the)·
previously paid to the Aimonettos. The fourth cause of
action (R. 42-44) is brought by all of the plaintiffs, including il·larcus, for the recovery from defendant of
the money paid by them to C. B. Simmons for their respeetive interests in !hose transactions. The fifth cause
of action (R. +5-49) eombines and restates in somewhat
of a narrativr form the other four causes of action. The
amended complaint, along with the proposed amendment
to amended complaint (R. 92-94), proposed to be filed
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after the court had entered it.; summary judgment of
dismissal, ·will be discussed under the appropriate points
that are to follow and hy way of argument.
STATEMENT OF POI)!'/'S REJ:..IED UPON
The entire issue on this appeal is whether the trial
(·ouri erred in granting summary judgment in favor
of the defendant upon the premise that the amended
complaint and admis;;;ions on file, together ·with the affidavits, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the defendant i~ entitled to a judgment a;; a matter ol' la\1 as provided by Hulc 56(c), Utah
Rtdes o!' C.iri·l Prorrdurr. In support of the judgment
appealed l'niUI and the IJUint that plaintiff::; urge in the
refusal of the trial court to permit the £nether amendlrtC'nt to tin• amended eout})lalnt, we urge the following:
I,
TilE Aiii.LND.>IENT WAS PROPERLY REFCSED.
POI~T

POINT II.
THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE AS TO ANY )1ATERIAL FACT INVOLVING THE SIMMONS TRANSACTIONS
POINT III.
THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE AS TO ANY 1\'IATERIAL FA.CT TNYOLYT~G THE AIMONETTO TRANSACTIONS
POINT IV.
THERE WAS ~0 FIDUCIAHY RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLAINTIFFS AND DEFENDANT.

c~_,

POINT V.
PLAINTIFFS' ACTION IS BARRED BY SUBSECTION
OF SECTIO:-J 71'\-12-26, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1!1.~3.
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ARGT~MENT

THE

AMEND~fENT

POINT I.
WAS PROPERLY REFUSED.

Plaintiffs premise their argument on this point upon
the proposition that the trial court committed prejudicial
E'Tl'OJ" in not permitting them to further amend their
amended eornp\aint after ~UJillmtry judgment. By their
argument they r·el1eet upon the p1·ejudieial effect of the
reruc;a\ by saying, in effect, as they do on page 7 or their
brief, that U1ey believe the amendment..'l not. to be "absolutely necessary." lf the proposed amendments were not
necessar~y, the rejection of the same could not be prejudicial. SeeHol)rcr r. Lacey, 80 F. Supp. 691.
While leave to amend pleadings shall be freely given
''when justice so requires'', the liberality of the rule is
not without limit, particularly when no amendment of
substance is contained in the offered amendment. Davis
Block Co. ·v. H;ill, 2 Utah 2d 20, 268 P. 2d 9SS. The rule
pennitting anrcmhnents i~ directed to tl11~ sound di~ere1ion of" the court and 'no abuse of discretion is shown.
Plaintiffs' offered amendment contained nothing new
and not previom;ly before the court.
POINT II.
THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE AS TO ANY :\lATERJAL FACT INVOLVING THE SIMMONS TRANSACTIONS.

The fourth cause of action (R. -l:!--l:'i) involves a 5WC
working interest, the subject of a purchase and sale
agreement dated April 3, 1954, between C. B. Simmon~,
ac; seller, and Dupler and Yate~. as buyers, which work-
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ing interest was assigned to plaintiffs as stated above.

By the contract the money to be deposited

wa~

"for the

expcn::;e of drilling and eomplct.ing" a well. It is allegcrl
that the defendant repre~entcd to the plainti t'f;.; "that tl1c
plaintiff" and defendant had to put up the sum of $77,500.00 in order to acquire a JO';'·C imere::;t "'"""."It is alleged that thic; rPpre:;entation was knowingly ral~c and untrue, \va~ made I' or the purpose of deceiving the plaintiff::;
and inducing them to put up money for the acquisition of
said 5o:;-; intere,;t. It is also alleged that in reliance
upon this representation, and other representations to
be hereafrer noted, the plaintiffs between til(~ 13th day
of }1 a~, 1954, and the 1st day of J-une of that year '·paid
to the ;:;aid Simmons and delcndant" the specific amounb
herein a bow~ set forth in uonncdion with plaintiff~' action
in the suit brought by them against Simmon~ in \Vyorning and fer whirh amounts they now seek to rel'OVl'l'
against Yate~.

In the deposition of Dupler taken in lhe \Yyorning
action, ]~xhibit ''(_'" in tlw instant case, _Dupler testified
in part as follows;

"Q.

Now, ].lr. Dupler,

~H

when did ,\·ou first meet

~lr. Simmon~·:

c\.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

f.iome tirue in .\larch, Hl.J-1-, the latlel' part of
\larch.
\\There "''aS tlmt·:
At the Antlers Hot.cl.
And how long had you been i.n Xeweastle at
that time before you rnd 1\1 r·. Sinunon,;f

I beliPw "·e got in that day, some time during
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that day.

\Vho do you mean by 'we'1
With a party by the name of Howard ~Iarcus.
Q. Who is he7
A. He's one of the men that hru,; an interc~t inQ. I see, one of the plaintiffs in t11i;:; casE', and
what was the purpose of your going to Newcastle at that time?
A. Vle had an interest at that time in a couple of
Q.
A.

oil wellEl.

Q.
A.
Q.

A.
Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.
Q.

A.

\-\ra:-; that the Aimonetto ~tufT!
Yes.
How long before t.hi~ time did you acquire
the interPst in the .A.imonetto property~
\Veil, it >vru; some timP in .January, I beli<.•vc.
Of the same year1
Yes.
And was that a completed deal at that time,
the Aimonetto deal, or was that still pending'!
When was tbis ~
At the time you met Mr. Simmons 1
That was completed.
The Aimonetto deal~
Yes.

" ' '
Q.

\Vho is Mr. Yates!

A. He's a party that has an interest in this oil
well.
Q.

Is he connected in this lawsuiU

A.

lie's not connected with the lawsuit, but he
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has an interest or did have an interest. (Page
:!)
Q. Go right ahead in your ovnt words.
A. And then J.Tr. Simmons "'tarted talking to u~
and he started telling m; how bad thesf'
Aimonetto boys were and that they are no
good, that he wants people to come into Newcastle, he 'Wants them to make some money.

and one of his words was, want to put the
nose bag on you fellow;; so you fellows cart
make some money. I remember that word
distinctly.

• • •
the next morning we met with Mr. Sinnnon~.
and \vhen I Ray 'we,' Mr. Yates and myself".
Mr. Yates stayed there about two minute~
and he excmed himself, he had some othet
private business to take r-are of. Then tJw

conversation started.
Q.

"\Vhat happened then 7

A.

lllr. Simmons had two drak One deal, if 1
recall correc.lly, it wa~ a rompleted well that.
either· 120 acre"' or lflO acres that he think:<
could he bought for about $200,000.00. Then
he had thi~ tract whiclr was called "\~ o. 3 of
-!0 acre~, and he was talking about t.hRt, and
he 1>ay~ that that deal ir; 1>nrro1mded by bigproducers and that this tract there with t.lw
devi«c that he has exclusive on eould be made
into the largest producer in tlw field, and it
·would produce not less than a thour;and
barrels of oil per da~·. He br·ought out thiicatalog-well, it was a broehure i6 what it
was. and he showed me the picture of thi~
device, and Jre says instead of having jmt
one hole, you would have five or six differPnt
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holes. I don't recall just how many. I know
the prongs-! remember it had four prongs
on it.
Q. But it was close to the Aimonetto lease 1
A. Yes, and that was surrounded by some oil
wells, was supposed to have been some big
produeers, I understood. Xow, this could
have been later on or that afternoon. Now I
can't recall at this moment.

• •
A.

Q.

•

All 1 can tell you is that I know I was out
there, and whether it was that day or maybe

a week or two or three later, but I imagine
it was that day because I was impressed with
all these oil wells around tbis 40 acres of land.
There wa~ nothing on the 40 acres at that
time~

A.

(Page 3)
No, sir.

Q. You saw the other wells J
A.

They were close by.

• • •
A. We got back to Salt Lake City, and I met
with Dave Zinik, Ben Roe and Howard Marcus.

• • •
A. And we talked things over, and then we got
together - Mr. Yates was baek in town and
we talked to him. Then, oh, it must have been
a week later from the time I left Newcastle,
about a week later, Mr. Yates placed a call
to Mr. Simmons from Mr. Zinik's office. All
the boys were there, and Mr. Simmons wanted $90,000.00 for fifty per cent of the well,
and then I took the telephone, and we comSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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promised at $77,500.00, and he told us or he
told me rather to have my attorney draw up
the papers in Salt Lake City because if he
had them drawn up, there may be a lot of
changes made and so forth back and forth
that would delay the starting of this well, so

there was papers drawn. They were sent
to Newcastle. 'l'hey were signed, I think, by
Mr. Simmons. They was returned to Salt
Lake City.

• • •
Q.

Go ahead. Then what happened This agreement was between you and Yates and Simmons1

A.

No, but I was the agent for Mr. Zinik and
Mr. Roe and Mr. Marcus.

Q. It starts out, in agreement between Mr. C. B.
Simmons and DuPler and Yates, the second
parties. I see, the first party agrees to deliver assignment!; to Dupler, Yates, :Marcus,
Roe. and Zinik-1 see. Go ahead.
A. I was rnerely their agent.
Q. Now, the money was to be put at the bank
until the well was drilled f
A. Until they Q. Hit the sand 1
A. 'l'hc sand.
Q. Was that done? Was the well drilled1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Is Yates stifl i-n this deal?
A. Sir, I couldn't tell you wha-t deal he is in.
Q. Why was the money turned oved (Page 4)
A. Because our agreement was when they hit
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the sand, that we were supposed to turn the

Q.

money over.
So you turned it over in compliance with the
agreement then 1

A. Yes.

• • •
Q. You say you turned it over-Yates.handed
you the paper to sign 1
A Yes.
Q. So you relied on Yates who was your pa.rtnerf
A. 1 dixin't rely upon Yates to turn the mo-ney
over. I saw the Schlumberger.

• • •
Q. You are saying now that in purchasing this
oil, this lease, that you relied upon the use
of that device as your reason for participating in the thing, or to what extent did you
put it that way1
A. To what extent1
Q. Yes.
A. I will give you a simple figure.

'l'hat's what I want.
A. Mr. Simmons took out a pencil and paper
out of his pocket, or he had a piee& of paper
lying there, and he says, 'If this oil produced

Q.

1,000 barrels of oil per day,' he says, 'I have
a contract.' I don't (Page 5) know with who

he had it. 'We can get $2.40 or $2.50,' I don't
recall the figuref'., 'for the oil. Within three
month~ to eighteen months, you will get your
money out and double it.'
Q, 1 ~ee. That's what .\·ou relied on then1
A. After all was said and done, when a man
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makes a statement of that type and shows
you figures and tells you he has this device
and what this is going to beQ. I see, and that was done before the well was
startedf
A. Yes, that's what took place. That's what took
place in the room downstairs, not upstairs,
dov.11stairs between he and I in the apartment where we were supposed to be. He pulled the pencil and paper out. He's got a cont.ract for all the oil he can deliver, whether
$2.40 or $2.50 a barrel, and the well is to produce at least a thousand barrels a day. ~1y
Cod, it was box car numbers, and I didn't
know. Maybe he was right and maybe lll'
was wrong, but I thought he was right. H r
was an oil man.
Q. That's what you. relied on then?
A. Surely.
Q. Other than that, what other so-called mio:rcpresentations did he make to you or fraudulent statements or things that were wrong
outside of that representation there 1 What
else did he say?
A. "\Veil, he said so much-he kept on talking.
Q. That's what I want to find out.
A. I can't recall all of the conversation, but he
was going to make us fellows rich.
Q. All right. That's another thing you relied
on!

A. He was got"ng to make us rich.
Q. You relied on that?

A.

Q.

That's right.
He didn't make you rich!
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A.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

A.
Q.

A.
Q.

A.

He didn't make us rich.
Say, by the way, for the record, who is Mr.
Zinik 1 Give us Iris namB and what he does.
I might want to contact him.
Mr. Zinik i::; in the sporting goods business.
It's at 115 South Main.
How about .\I r. Hoe f
Jl;[r. H:.oc has offices on the ninth floor iu the
Deserct Bank Building.
Salt Lake1
Yes.
What does he do 1
He's retired.
\VJmt's your association with them, :\fr. Duplerf
Just pen;onal friends.
You are not asf'ociatcd with any business
venture?
\Ve eould be. I wouldn't say we are not associated. \Ve could be in some other ventures,
yes.

Q. My point is, how did you happen to go back
to Salt Lake anrl look up these two men to
share in this (Page 6) venture instead of
some other two people~ Was there any reason for it!
A. Suppose you had a good personal friend that
you associated with and you think you got
something pretty good f
Q. Ju::;t a perso'IUJJ relationship then?
A. Yes.
Q. No other reason. Are they wealthy men or
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well-to-do men1
A. They are all wealthy men.
Q. You knew they had the money if you could
go ahead v,>ith the deal1
A. That's right.
Q. So after this one deal was completed and
didn't come up to par or come up to your
expectations, that's when you made up your
mind you wanted your money back, and from
that time on nothing has been done?
A. No, sir.
Q. And that's when the lm~"Suit was filed!
A. That's right." (Page 7)
From the foregoing, together with the allegations
in the Wyoming action (Exhibit "A" herein), the allegations that Yates represented "that the plaintiffs and the
defendant had to put up the sum of $77,500.00 in order
to acquire a 50% inte-rest," that the plaintiffs relied upon said alleged representation and that they "paid to
the said Simmons and defendant" the amounts specified,
are entirely dissipated.

At the trial of the Wyoming action Dupler testified
as indicated by Exhibit "B" in the instant case reiterating, in substance, the testimony given on his deposition.
However, further testimony of Dupler should be noted:

''Q. After the conversation over the telephone
in Mr. Zinik's store to Newcastle, what did
you next do in relation to this deal f Where
did you go, what did you do~
A. Well, I done nothing any further, Bill.
Q. Did you go to any lawyers, talk to any
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A.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Q.
A.
Q.

A.

peoplef
No, I told-I don't recall who it was, Howard
or Mr. Roe, they went up to see my attorney,
Sam Bernstein. I did not go.
Yes, sir, I paid $15,500.
When did you pay the first of that 1
Well, the first of it, 1 believe, V.'Rl! in April,
early part of ApriL
1954!
Yes, 8ir. I didn't pay it personally, Ben Roe
paid it for me.
Ben Roe advanced it for you~
He loaned me the money, yes, sir.
Did you subsequently repay him 1
Yes, sir. (Pagc5)

• • •
Q. And },1r. Yates introdueed :M:r. Simmons to
you after he had invited him up~
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And the principal topic of the conversation
at that time was the proposition of your deal
·with the Aimonetto's 1
A. With who1 With Mr. Simmons, you mean.
Q. Mr. Simmons and Mr. Yates. You and Mr.
Marcus and },fr. Simmons and Mr. Yates in
this room after midnight on your first meetmg.
A. I don't recall just exactly what the topic
was of Mr. Aimonetto.
Q. Well, what did you talk about?
A. \Ve talked about different things, I know one
thing, as I said before, that he was brought
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up for one reason, to try to prove to us that
the Aimonetto's were dishonest.

• • •
Q. And you called Mr. Simmons?
A. Ye~, sir.
Q. You are not po:;itive of anything, but you
know you talked about the price and had it
reduced?

A.

Well, we had a -

we had talked about the

whole deal, the whole thing had to be ironed
out on the telephone, the whole deal was
transacted on the telephone, called for what
it states in this contract, and that was the

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

conversation evidently that was on the telephone, because- (Page 7)
'Vere you and Mr. Yates subsequently got
together in Salt Lake, did you~
¥lell, we got together, I believe Howard and
I and Mr. Zinik and Mr. Roe got together
the following morning of our arrival and we
talked this thing over. Yates did not come
back with us. Yates stayed over. I believe
it was the next day after Howard and I talked
to Zinik and Roe that Yates -we had a meeting with Yates. That was the morning, or I
believe that was the day that we called Mr.Well now, Mr. Dupler, what was your relationship w~th Yates at that time? Were yo':k
01/U}, Yates partners?
No, sir." (Page 8)

Plaintiff Marcus, testifying in the Wyoming action,
stated in part as follows:

"Q. Did yon place reliance on anything other than
your own judgment when you became a purSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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chaser of an interest in the lease in question!
A. Certainly. I knew nothing about the oil business, so I relied on what I was told by essentially Mr. Simmons.

Q. You say 'essentially,' what exactly that he
told you did you place reliance on?
A. I placed reliance on the statement that this
would be a minimum of a thousand barrel,
a day well, and we would make a great deal
of money on this investment if we took it,
and that he would use this-this drilling tool
that went out in different directions. I relied
on those statements.
Q. Pardon 1
A. I relied on thoo:e statements." (Page 10)
Plaintiff Zinik testified in the Wyoming action in
part as follows:

"Q. Had you ever met Mr. Simmons before the
day of the telephone conversation from your
place of business to Newcastle!
A. No, sir, I did not, sir.
Q. "\Vllen did you first learn of the foot that an
inte-rest might be purchased in the 40-acre
lease involved in this case i
A. When Joe Dupler came from N ewoastle.
Q. And from whom did you learn it1
A. From Joe Dupler and Howard - Howard
Marcus.
Q. Did they relate to you anything that purportedly or reputedly had been given to them
by 11·1r. Sirrunons at NewcastleA . Y es. •••
Q. Yes. And what did they tell youf That is,
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that they had learned from Mr. Simmons
about this property, this 40-acre tract?
A. Well, the way they brought it out for me,
they learned- they thought it's a very, very
good deal and Mr. Sinm1ons is a very (Page
12) fine fellow and knows what he is doing
and knows how to drill a well

Q. What else J
A. And I'm sure we can trust them, and he was
going to drill a well entirely different than
the others, and so - they explained it to me
with these different ways of drilling it, four
or five different ways, that it extends, and
that the well is going to bring in at least !!.
thousand barrels of oil a day, and that we get
our money out of it within ninety days and
we'll more than double our money within a
year and a half.
MR. HICKEY: May I ask the Court, is
it now the state of the record admitted that
Dupler and ~·1 arcus and Yates were the
agent::! of' Zinik and Roer Is that the theory
that this is going in onf
i\1 it. BRO\VN: I don't think there io; any
theory that Yates was an associate at all.
It isn't intended by us.

* " "

~Ir.

Q.

Zinik, I am going to ask you this.
At the time you elected to go into this venture, which 1 take from your testimony to be
at the time of the telephone call or about that
time, did you rely upon anything other than
your own knowledge of the area where the oil
waslocatedt (Pagcl3)

A.

Yes, sir.

K ow,
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Q. Did you have any independent knowledge of
the oil activities around Weston County,
Wyoming¥
A. Absolutely nothing.
.Q. Noneatall7
A. Xo.
Q. Upon what did you rely in making that in-

vestment?
A.

Q.

Well, T relied on Mr. Simmons. It was brought
out that he was an honest fellow and we can
trust him~
Did you place any reliance upon what Mr.
Dupler and Mr. Marcus reported to you as

the representations of Mr. Sinunons at the
time you elected to go into this transaction!
A. I did.
Q. Is that alt that you relied upon im going t'nto

it?
A.

That's right."

(Page 14)

Plaintiff Roe testified in the Wyoming action in part
as follows:

"Q. Now coming back to the meeting in the ~.fay
flower Cafe, did Mr. Dupler or ::\-[r. Yates advise you or state to you things which were
reported to you as representations of Mr.
Simmons in respect to the oil and gas lease
involved in this easel Just yps or no.
A. Yes. With ~ may I make this correction,
pleaset
Q. Yes.
A. Mr. Yates was not present.
Q. I am sorry, I misnamed the parties.
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A.
Q.
A.
Q.

A.
Q.

A.

Yes.
Present besides yourself and Mr. Zinik were
Mr. Dupler and Mr. Marcus~
::\fr. Dupler, Marcus, Zinik and I.
And was it Mr. Dupler and Mr. Marcus who
had been to Newcastle, is that righti
Right.
I\ ow did they advise you, those who had been
and just returned from Xewcastle, did they
(quote) to you anything that Mr. Simmons
represented about the oil and gas lease involved in this case? Just yes o-r no.
Yes. (Page 15)

• • •
A.

One of the first things that was relayed to
me that :Mr. Simmons is an oil and gas man,
he lmows a great deal about oil and gas. ~1r.
Simmons told them that that piece of property-the description of which I don't knowis a very fine piece of property, it will be one
of the finest wells in that part of the country,
that they contemplate using a special tool
that has recently been patented and he had
the right to use it, and the-to be expected
that a well will be in excess of a thousand
barrels a day, it v.ill pay out in three months
and maybe double in eighteen months. lt is
going to be the bigge~t well in that part of
the co-untry.
Q. Did you place any reliance on these quoted
statements at the time you entered into this
venture~

A.

Naturally.

(Page 16)

•••
Q. Now I understand from your testimony, that
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A.
Q.

A.
Q.

A.

Q.

A.

you became interested in what has been referred to here as the Ai.monetto leases and
that you bceame interested in those the latter
part of February or early part of March,
1954, is that correct f
That's right, sir.
:I:\ow isn't it a fact that you became interested
in those through representations made by ).fr.
Joe Dupler1
No, sir.
Well, who made the representations that interested you in those!
The day happened to be W ao;hington's Birthday, 22nd of ]J'ebruary, I happened to be in
Las Vegas, Nevada, and there I met one of
the Aimonetto boys and Mr. Yates, and I
t:alked to them about it and they were telling
me that Joe Dupler and-well, the family,
has made a little investment in it, so we kept
on talking, and I had been away and T tooK
the telephone and I talked to Joe Dupler in
Palm Springs, California, and just asked him
what did he think about it or what did he
know about it. He said, 'Well, I don't know
much about it except I put up my money.'
I said, 'Well, I go back, maybe I will invest a
little money.' Which I did.
Now did anyone tell you, }fr. Roe, that thr
~ewcastle count r~· in Wyoming was generally
booming and making a lot of money in oiH
I don't recall at that time in February when
I was in Las V cgas anybody telling me that.

Q. Now you testified as to the persons upon
whom you relied for this particular venture.
'rhat is, the Taylor ~ o. 34 venture.
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A. Yes, sir.
Q. I think you said you relied upon the statements made by Mr. Marcus and ).fr. Dupler
with regard to the representations they made
A.
Q.

about Mr. Simmons.
That's right, sir.
\Veil, I'll try to rephrase it. Did ).fr. Marcus
tell you he had no more knowledge of Mr.
Simmons than what he had acquired in several meetings in a twenty-four hour periodf

A.

That's right.
Q. You !mow that he didn't know him very well f
A. Well, only to the extent he told us.
Q. Well now, what did Mr. Dupler tell you about
ho-..V long he had known him 1
A.

He has known him about that length of time
or (Page 17) longer, I don't recall just exactly, and he told me and he told the group
that to tlJe best ol his knowledge the gentleman in question, Mr. Sllnmons-first, that
he knew the oil business, second, he was
honorable. Thosf' two things ·was the most
important information I received. Those two
things I based my decision, those are very
important facts.

Q. Yes, sir. Now you were relying on what Marcus and Dupler said, yon had never seen
Simmons, isn't that correct?

A. That's right, sir.
Q. So yot~ placed all your reliance on the statements made by Mr. D11pler and Mr. Marcus,
ts that correct?
A. Right, sir."

(Page 18)
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The foregoing disproves the allegations in the fourth
cause of action that Yates represented that he had put
up tho ::<urn of $15,500.00 for his 10% interest in the Simmons transaction; that he represented to the plaintiffs
that he was acting in their behalf and not for Simmons
and the plaintiffs alleged reliance upon said purported
representations. Paragraph \T!I of the fourth cause of
action (R 41) is common to all of the various causes.
The allegation is to the effect that defendant was a surcessfnl investor v.ith a "great amount" of experif'.nct'
in the invesbnent field; that he had formed a fraudulent
scheme to induce members of the public to invest in oil
and gas leases in \Vyoming and to make representatiom
tl1at he, himself, was investing, fraudulently concealing
the fact that he had made prior arrangements with the
Aimonettos to receive either an interest in the lease or
part of the money paid by members of the public for
getting them to so invest.
It is alleged that Yate:> made the "foregoing repre-

sentations" to plaintiffs v.ith the express purpose of
inducing them to invest money in the leases; and
"that because of the statements of the defendant
said plaintiffs came to rely to a great extent upon the said defendant and relied upon defendant's
statements that he was investing money in said oil
and gas leases and a confidential relationship existed between defendant and plaintiffs. If plaintiffs had known that defendant was to receive an
interest in said wells, or money, they would not
have invested therein without further extensit'e

iTIIVesti,gati!on. ''
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The testimony of the plaintiffs in the Wyoming action against Simmons belies the allegations of said paragraph \Til. It is clearly shown that the plaintiffs, all of
whom are successful business men, exercised their own
judgment in the premises and they relied upon the statements and representations of Simmons, fantastic as they
were, communicated to them personally by Simmons, or
relayed through Dupler who stated under oath that he
was their agent. Furthermore, the allegations with respect to the alleged scheme on the part of the defendant
are equivocal as are the statements that the plaintiffs, or
any of them, relied upon any representation that defendant himself was investing money in the leases. The previous testimony of the plainti.ITs contradicts the materiality of the alleged representations attributed to defendant by said paragraph VII and the similar allegations
elsewhere in the complaint.
Cnder the Federal rule identical with Rule 9(b),
Utah Rules of Ci-vil Procedure, the Court or Appeals
for the District of Columbia in llferckamt v. Davies, 244
F.2d 3471 held that the phrase "known or should have
been known" did not meet the requirement that in all
averments of fraud and miBtake the circumstances constituting fraud or mistake shall be stated with particularity. We submit that the equivocal allegations as
contained in paragraph VIII are not sufficient, particularly in face of the unequivocal prior testimony and the
allegations as contained in plaintiffs' complaint against
Simmons in the Wyoming action.
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The matorialit)~ of the conduct attributed to defendant by the expressions similar to those contained in paragraph VIT ol the fourth <'RUse of action is not apparCJ!t
and that it must be made so is the holding of this Court
in Da-vis Stock Co. v. llill, supra, expressly stating that
one of the basic elements of pleading a cause of action
based upon fraud "is the materiality of the alleged
false representations." The Court cites Stuck v. Ddta
Dand & Water Co., 63 Utah 495, 227 P. 791; Oberg v.
Sanders, lll UJah 507, 184 J->.2d 229; Pace v. Parri'sh,
122 lltah 141, ~~ P.2d 27:1.
It is not denied in the record that Dupler W3.8 acting
in the Siilllnons transaction on his ovm acoount and for
the account of his co-plaintiffs. He conducted the bargaining \>ith Simmons, reducing the asking price from $90,000.00 down to $77,500.00. He and his co-plaintiffs were
persuaded by the statement of Simmons that the well to
be drilled on the property "would be a cinch, not less
than 1000 barrels a day" and that a gadget or device
would be used which would make not one but five holes
in the drilling operation. The plaintiffs were persuaded
by the statement that they attribute to Simmons that the
income would be $2400.00 a day and that the "box car
numbers" meant their originnl investment would be returned to them within eighteen month~. After successfully prosecuting their action against Simmons they carelessly disregard that proceeding and their sworn t('stimony by fictitious allegations against Yates, leaving to
him the burden of sho-wing through the medium of the
mmmary judgment proceedings tlmt in realit;• there is
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no genuine issue as to any mat(!rial fact.
POINT III.
THERE IS NO GE::<UINE ISSUE AS TO ANY )fATERIAL FACT INVOLVING THE AIMONETTO TRANSACTIONS.

The allegations -..vith respect to the alleged misrepre-

sentations, the materiality of the same and reliance are
obscure and confusing throughout the entire amended
complaint. We diffc1· from plaintiffs in their statements
concerning the same. The first three causes or action,
dealing with the Aimonetto leases, contain substantially
the same allegations, varying with the interests sold and
the ammmts paid. In the first cause it is alleged that

defendant represented that the purchase price of an
undivided one-fourth interest would he the sum of $60,000.00 and that he had paid $30,000.00 for one-half of
said interest. Contrary to the statement on page 3 of
plaintiffs' brief, there i~ no allegation in the complaint
that the defendant represented the "worth" or value of
any oil well or property. It is alleged that defendant
represented himself to be acting for and on behalf of
Dupler, when in fact he was representing himself and
the Allnonettos. The direct allegation of reliance is confined to the alleged representations of the purchase price,
the payment by the defendant of the amount specified and
that defendant was acting for the plaintiff Dupler. Paragraph VI of the first cause of action is the same statement as contained in paragraph VII of the fourth cause
of action, which we have discussed above.
Contrary to the allegations of misrepresentation and
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of reliance, and reflecting upon materiality i11 the instant
case, Dupler asserted in the Wyoming action against the
Aimoncttos that he had been defrauded by them in the
particulars described in subparagraphs (a) through (r)
of paragraph 3 of his second and third causes of action
therein (Pages 4-10, Exhibit "D"). Among the allega-

tions are the statements that on or about December 20,
1953, Joe Aimonetto represented in person to Dupler
as an ind·ucemcnt to get Dupler to purchase the identical
security alleged in the first cause herein that the well

drilled on said property had a greater prospective income
producing power and value and was producing at a rate
greater than it was in fact. That Dupler was induced
to purchase the interest by direct contact with the Aimoncttos and by what they had to ~ay about the wells remains unehallcnged in thi~ reeor·d. The plaintiffs do not
allege that Yates made or joined in the rcpresentatiom
attributed to lUmonetto. The things that they say Yate~
represented were matters separate and apart from the
things that the Aimonettos did and said that induced
the purchase of the interest, therefore the alleged misrepresentations on the part of Yates are collateral and
immaterial.
The third cause of action, likewiRc on behalf of
Dupler, concerns a 5% interest in a well on Section 2
as covered by the Aimonetto lease. While paragraph 7
of this cause contains the same equivocal allegations as
contained in the same paragraph of the fourth cause of
action, it particularizes on the item of $7,000.00, which
item it is alleged defendant falsely represented that he
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had paid to the Aimonettos for Dupler and that in reliance on the representation Dupler paid the amount to
Yates. Again these allegations are n~futcd by the allegations of the Dupler action in Wyoming against the
Aimonettos.
The portions of paragraphs 8 and 9 of Exhibit "D"
quoted above are to the effect that the cash consideration of $7,000.00, plus a portion oi' the completion costs
of the well, for a 5% interest was agreed to between
Dupler and the Aimoncttos by long distance telephone
between Newcastle, Wyoming, and Palm Springs, California, and that on }larch 5, 1954, the Aimon&ttos assigned the interest to Dupler for which he paid the Aimonettos the cash consideration of $7,000.00. The discrepancy between the allegations in the instant case and the
allegations of direct payment of the item by Dupler to
the Aimonettos, as alleged in the "\Vyoming case, arc not
explained in the present record and, therefore, the trial
court wa~ justified in holding that no genuine issue was
raised in that respect. The integrity of the pleading is
challenged in this as it is in other particulars.

The second cause of action brought by plaintiffs
Dupler, Roe and Zinik also involves the well on Section
2 covered by the _A.imonetto lease. The interests and the
amounts paid therefor were the subject of the f'-eparate
suits brought by said plaintiffs against the Aimonettos
in "\Vyorning and which are outlined above. The allegation is that Yates represented that he had put up $17,500.00 when in fact he had not; that he was act.ing in the
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transaction on behalf of the plaintiffs when in fact he
was representing himself and the Aimonettos; that the
representations were false and were made for the purpose of inducing the plaintiffs to put up their money for
the drilling of the oil well. Paragraph \"11 is the same

as paragraph VII of the fourth cause of aetion.
In the Aimonetto actions Dupler, Roc and Zinik
separately repudiated and rescinded all of the transa!ltions ·with the Aimonettos on the grounds of fraud and
deceit allegedly practiced upon them by the latter. As
to \Yell No.2 on Section 2 Dupler, in the Aimonetto ,mit,
alleged as against t}Je Aimonettos the act::; and omissions
recited in flltbparagraphs (n) through (r) of paragraph
3 of his second and third r_auses of adion (Pages 7-10,
Exhibit "D"), among which is the allegation that by
contract with the Aimonettos he W"dS to deposit $17,500.00 as his ~hare of the costs of drilling Well No. 2
wit.h the UniOTI State Bank, rpton, Wyoming. as {'i'.ITOW
agent. Roc in his action again~!. the Airnoncttos alleged
that the payments of $7,000.00 and $3,500.00 were made
by him to the Aimonettos in payment of a 5<;·; and 2~'/C
working interest respectively in the same well, which
interest~ were negotiated for on or about February 2~,
1954, at a time when Hoc and Joe Aimonetto were present
in Las Vegas, Nevada. See subparagraphs (a), (c), (e)
and (f) of the second canse of action and paragraph 5
of the first cause of action of the Hoc-Aimonetto coinplaint (R. 65-69).
Zinik, 11·hile making substantially the same allegR-
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tions against the .Aimonettos as did Roe, alleges that his
communications with the Aimonettos were by mail in
interstate commerce. In subparagraph (e) of paragraph
3 of the second cause of action of the Zinik-Aimonctto
suit (R. 79) there is an allegation that on or about
February 25, 195+, the Aimonettos "by and through their
agent" represented to plaintiff at Salt Lake City that
Well No, 2, to be drilled by the Aimonettos on Section 2
had a producing potential and capacity equal to or m
excess of "\Veil No. 1. The agent is not named.
Common to the two !leparate actions brought respectively by plaintiff<~ Roe and Zinik against the illmonettos
in Wyoming, with respect to their respective investments
in Well :Xo. 2, is the allegation that on or about February
9, 1954, the Aimonettos caused a notice to be published
in the Salt Lake Tribune, which publication "was intended to, and actually did, induce plaintiff and others to buy
fractional undivided interests in oil and gas rights in
Well Ko. 2 which was to be drilled by dcfendant.s (Aimonettos) on a part of the same and identieal oil and gas
lease, namely, the SW1;4S"\V1,4 of Section 2 u"." (R. 6970, 79).

Plaintiffs Dupler, Roc and Zinik, by their allegations
m the Wyoming actions, have refuted the materiality
and their reliance upon any of the alleged misrepresentations attributable to the defendant by the first three
causes of action in the present suit. At the most the alleged misrepresentations attributable to Yates are collateral to the Wrect negotiations between the plaintiffs
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and the Aimonettos in the instances pointed out above
and to the matters that the plaintiffs said induced them
to purchase the fractional interests, such as newspaper
items of production i1l the field, direct representations
as to the potcnlial ol' the wells and other matters pointed

out. The general rule that a false representation of a
collateral matter does not satisfy the requisites of materiality is well stated in 23 Am. Jur., Fraud and Deceit.
Section 113, page 896:
"Immateriality of Collateral Matters. - 1n order
to fall within the requisites of materiality es~en
tial to predication of fraud on their existence,
rcpresentatiom; must be relevant to the subject
of a contract and must be as to ~orne subject material to the contract itself, as distinguished from
matter::; which are merely collateral thereto and
do not constitute essential elements thereof. For
example, it has been held that representations
·\d1ich merely atfect the probability that the contract will be IJBrformed are collateral to it, and do
not constitute actionable fraud. It has been held,
however, that they need not relate directly to the
nature and charader of the subjeet matter of the
contrad, but that it is sufficient if they are so
closely connected with the contract that the parties would not, except for the representations,
have ente-red into it, and hy sul.'h represen1ation~
were induced to enter into it to the knowledge of
the- other party."

The ma1 tPr~ ~tated h~- tl1e plaintiffs in the '\yoming
actiom by >m~- of inducement destroy the causal relationship between what they now allege against Yates and
their damage. That there must be a causal relationship
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is the holding of this Court in Fillmore Commercial &
Saxings Bank v. KeUy, 62 Utah 514, 220 P. 1064, where

the Court stated:

"It is

HN'e~salJ~

to show not only what the fraud
was, and that injury hM been sustained, but also
the connection of the fraud ·with the alleged damage, so that it may appear whether the fraud and
damage sustain to earh other the relation of cause
and effect, or at least whether the one might have
resulted directly from the other. 1 Bigelow on

Fraud, 115."
There are other matters that were before the trial
court that are equally as devastating. Each of the A.imonetto adiom; "\Vas difnnis;.,ed by the respective plaintiffs
with prejudice and the plaintiffs joined -,vith plaintiff

Marcus in the agreement with the Aimonettos dated
August 20, Ul56, and mentioned above. They expressly
agree that all claims and accounts existing between said
parties up to and including tho date of tho agreement
were discharged, released, settled and compromised (R
61). This is in addition to the fact that in the Wyoming
actions, both as against Sinnnons and Airnonettos, the
plailltiffs elected to rescind all of the tramactions.
The plaintiffs, having elected to res<.,'ind the transactions, cannot now take the contrary position and sue
for damages. See Cook v. Co·vey-Ba:Uurd .Motor Co., 69
Utah 161, 253 P. 196, where 1he philosophy of the rule
is discussed at length.
The agreement between plaintiffs and the Allnonettos
(R. 57-61) was an aooord and satisfaction of all claims
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relating to the transactions 'between the parties, whicl1
the plaintiffs in iheir brief identify as "\Vclls 1 and 2.
"'We contend that 1he agreement was equally a release
of Yates as an alleged joint torifeasor, there being no
reservation of rights as against him and the instrument
not being a covenant not to sue. The general rule that
a person injured by a joint tort has a single and indivisible ca.use of adion, and that when the right of action
is once satisfied it cease~ to exi::;t, is pointed out hy thi::;
Court in Datrson v. Board of Education, Etc., 118 Utah
452, 222 P.2d 590. The Court also held that it was unnecessary, in light of the general principles stated, to
reconcile the provisions found in the various sections of
our statute dealing with obligee::; and obligors (Sedion
15"4-1 to Swtion 15-4-7, and particularly Section 15--l-+.
Utah Code Amwtated 1953). 'l'he referenN~ made by
plaintiff~ to .1:2 Am . .Jur., Torts, Section 121-l, page 46~).
stateR that the conclusiveness of the judgment extends
to the parties of record and persons in privity with them.
The allegation in the instant case is that Yates was act"
rng as the agent for Simmons and the Aimonettos.

In Gre:enhalch v. SheU Oil Co., (C.C.A. 10), 78 F.2d
492, the Utah statutes mentioned last above were construed and applied. At the time the release was drawn
defendant's connection with the premises was not kno\\-n
"and manifestly it was not intended to reserve rights
against an nnknown," nevertheleH.,; the Court held tlmt
the general release discharged the unlmov;n defendant
While the judgment involving the Simmons trans-
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actions was not before the trial court on the motion for
summary judgment, nor was the dismissal of the appeal
by the stipulation of the parties as reported in 268 F.2d
:!17, nevertheless, the trial court had the advantage of
the testimony of the various plaintiffs as outlined above,
whiell testimony, coupled with the allegations in the action brought against SimmoM, shml'ing, as it does, that
the IJlaintifis were induced by the acts and statements
of Simmons, matters not llcte attr'ibutabk to the defendant. makes the authorities cited above on the question
of materiality and collateral immaterial matters equally
appli<'able.
POINT IV.
THERE "\-VAS NO FIDL'CIARY RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLAI~TIFFS AND DEFEKDANT.

The fiftll cause of action (R. 45-48) attempts to allege a fiduciary relationship in the acquisition of the
various intere-sts. It is alleged "that the plaintifff' relied
upon the said defendant as their agent and representative and as a partner with them in the investing of money
in the said three oil wells." In support of the quoted
statement it is alleged that during the month o.f January
and through May of 1954 the defendant contacted the
four plaintiffs and interested them in the inYcsting of
money in the three oil wells, representing that he was
investing money in the wells along with the plaintiffs
"and represented to them and acted as though he were
the agent" of the plaintit.rs in securing interests in the
wells. We submit that the allegations do not support
the claim of agency or partnership or of joint venture,
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which tenus are used indiscriminately m the pleading.
Assuming for the purpose of argument only, and
not conceding that the allegations are sufficient to sup.
port the claim of agency, partnership or joint venture,
it ls to be recalled that the various interests in the three
oil well.~ were tmnsferred to each of the plaintiffs sepa.
rately; that three of the plaintiffs maintained their sepa-

rate aetions against the Aimoncttos alleging direct contacts with th!:'m; that all four of the plaintiJ'J's, to the
exclusion of the defendant, entered into the Aimonetto
agreement for the reworking of Wells 1 and 2, and that
all four of the plaintiffs joined as such in the action
against Simmons (Exhibit "A"). In the Simmons action

Dupler was asked: "This agreement was betwetm you
and Yates and Simmons~" Dupler answered: "Xo, but
I was the agent for Mr. Zinik and l\fr. Roe and Mr.
Marc"ils." Dupler was also asked: "Is Yates still in thi~
deal?" And he answered: "Sir, I couldn't tell you what
deal lw is in." (Page 4, Exhibit ''C"). In answer to the
question: "So you relied on Yatc6 who was your partner'!" Dupler replied: "I didn't rely upon Yates to turn
the money over. I saw the Schlumberger." (Page i'i.
gxhihit "C"). In answer to the questiom: "Well now.
J[r. Dupler, what was your relationship with Yates at
that time1 \Yere you and Yates partners?" Dupler replied: "Xo, sir.'' (Page 8, Exhibit ''B").
\Vhile the allegations with respPr! to the breach
of what is now alleged to be a fiduciary relnti(m~l1ip arf'
rather obscure, it would seem that plaintiffs are coJl·
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tending that in connection wiili Wells 1 and 2 Yates had
an agreement with the Aimonettos that he would be
given an interest in the wells if he were able "to interest" the plaintiffs in investing their money therein, and

that as to Well Ko. 3 Yates had an agreement with
Simmons to be given an interest v.'i.thout the payment
of any money and that he would be paid a commission in
the event the plaintiff::; inve~ted in that welL Then follows the allegation that had the plaintiffs known that
Yates was "promoting" the sale of the oil wells and was

receiving an interest and compensation for getting the
plaintiffs to invest money therein, the plaintiffs would
not have relied upon "his word" and would not lmve in-

vested money in the projcct.s without "further investigations."

Aside from the fact that Uw a11Jegations are so
vacillating and uncertain as to be meaningless, they are
refuted by the record. The allegations with respect to
agency are unilateral in the sense that it wa.s the defendant who represented himself "and ooted as though he
were the agent" of the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs avoid a
statement that they designated the defendant as their
agent and outlined the course and scope of the agency.
They say that they relied upon the defendant "as their
agent" in investing the money, but they do not say what
the agent did on their behalf or what they were confirming by such reliance.
In 2 Am. Jur., Agency, Section 21, page 24, it is said:
"Necessity of Consent of Parties. -

As bet>veen
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principal and agent, an agency is cre-atE'd and
authority io: actually conferred very mud1 as a
contract i8 made, to the e..'i:tent that the creation
resnltii from the agJ"Cemcnt between the principal
and agent that o;uch a relation shall exist. The
minds of the parties must meet in establishing
the agCTlC_\'. Other-wise stated, consent of both
principal and agent is necessary to create an
agency. The principal must intend that the agent
slmll act For him, the agent must intend to accept

the authority and act on U, and the intention of
the parties must find expression either in words

or conduct between them."
The fact that the plaintiffs do not seek recourse
against the defendant on the theory of unjust enrichment
or of a constructive trust, and that they omit factual
statemE'nis pcrtaii1inp; to the ercation of an agency by a
bilateral agreement, are aU indicative, it seems to us,
of the facl that there is a deliberate effort to avoid the
consequences of an agency on their part while seemingly
to allege it. Even though Dupler te~tific'd that l1e wa~ the
age-nt for l1is eo-plaintiffs, there i~ a s1udious attempt to
avoid a partnership or joint venture arrangement between them, each taking and paying for their separate
interests, and Dupler testifying, as pointed out above,
that he was motivated by friendship in interesting the
co-plaintiffs in the transactions. The trial court properl.1·
disregarded a~ being sham and illusory the as~ertion
of agency, partnership and joint venture as between
the plaintiffs aml the ddcr1dant 'late::;.
POINT V.
PLAINTIFFS' ACTION IS BARRED BY SUBSECTION
(3) OF' SECTION 78-12-26. UTAH CODE ANNOTATEn 1953.
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.Plaintiffs attempt to avoid the consequences of the
statute of limitations by the allegation th.at they had no
knowledge of the alleged fraud until June 1956. The
record refutes this allegation. In the ·wyonLing actions
the allegation is that the various plaintiffs learned of
the fraud and deceit therein complained of during the
month of June, 19~4. Dupler testified that he learned
that Yates was "pulling off a lot ol' shenanigans" in
February of 1954, identifying the in<',ident with the time
that a man by the name of Blackv>"ell, mentioned in the
Aimonetto suits, had threatened to J:Jhoot the witness
(Exhibit "B," page 8). Marcus testified that he beeame
~keptical of the investments made in the Newcastle area
the first part of June 1954, which skepticism was discussed with Dupler, Roc and Z';inik (Bxhibit "B," pages
11 and 12).
The aliidavits ol' Dr. Merrill and Messrs. Anderson,
Bowman, ]''lint and I.ee speak for themselves and corroborate the position taken by the various plaintiffs in the
\Vyorning actions and their testimony to the effect that
lho plaintiffs knew of defendant Yates' alleged acquisition of interests in the Newcastle area during the
months of June and July, 1954, and prior thereto. The
affidavit of 1fr. Flint (Exhibit "J") attributes to Dupler
a statement made about the month of July or August,
1954, that he, Dupler, would not recommend that affiant
''go along further or make an additional investment
with Maurice Yates.'' This affidavit, which is not denied,
attributes to Dupler lack of confidence in Yates. The
affidavit of Maurice Anderson (Exhibit "K") attributes
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to Dupler a statement made during the month of June
or July 1954 "to beware of Maurice Yates, and that the
oil properties in Weston County, Wyoming, in which
affiant had interests in, were worthless." This affidavit
is not denied and di.Bcloses Dupler's lack of confidence
in Yates at the times stated. Zinik and Dupler attempted
to contradict portions of the other affidavits by argumentative COUlJter statement~ (R. 26-29), but the undlliputed fact remains that there was much talk "up and
do·wn the stree-t" by Dupler, Ute spokesman and agent
for the plaintiffs, through the Spring and early Summer
of 1954, all connected with the time that the plaintiffs
concluded that their Wyoming dealt> were "sour."
In Jottes Uin. Co. v. CMdiff Min. & Mal. Co., 56

utah 449, 191 P. 426, the statute of limitations applicable
to fraud was applied to a situation where constructive
or implied trusts arise as distinguished from an express
tmst. The Court, following Gibson 1.:. Jensen-, 48 Utah
244, 158 P. 426, held that in all such cases the statute
begins to run from the time that the complaining party
discovered the wrongs complained of, or when he was
apprised of such facts and circumstances ·with respect
thereto as would put a person of ordinary intelligence or
prudence upon inquiry. In Taylor L Moore, Si Utah 493,
51 P. 2d 222, it is held that means of knowledge is equivalent to biowledge and that a partr who has the opportunit_y ol' knowing the facts constituting the alleged fraud
cannot be inactive "and afterwards allege a want of
knowledge that arose by reason of his own laches and
negligence," citing Sail J,ake City r. Salt Lake Inc. Co.,
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4:3 Utah 181,134 P. 603.
The record shows occurrences happening more than
three years prior to the commencement of this action inconsistent with agency, partnership or joint venture.
Yates was present \\-hen Simmons attempted to persuade
Dupler that the Aimonettos were dishonest. This was
in :March, 1954. The actions subsequently brought
against the Aimonettos were by the individual plantiffs
and were not on the theory of partnership or joint venture. Yate~ was not joined in the actions nor was he a

party to the ~ettlement with the Aimonettos. Dupler
testified in the Simmons suit that Yates was neither a
partner nor an agent. The Sinnnons tramaction was
negotiated by Dupler in the presence of the co-plaintiffs

and Yates. Dupler's attorney prepared the purchase
and sale agreement. Mach of the plaintiffs alleged direct
eontads with Simmons; t.hat the.r were induced to invest their money by newspaper accounts; the promise
of fantastic monetary rewards held out to them by
Simmons, to say nothing of the intriguing gadget that
t3immons said would result in not one well hole but five.

In Felkner v. Dooly, 28 Utah 236,78 P. 365, it is held
that when the trustee denies the bust and assmncs 0\\-""11.crship of the trust property, or denies his liability or
obligation under the trust relation in such manner that
the cestui que trust has actual or constructive notice of
the repudiation of the trust, "then the statute of limitations attaches and begins to :run from that time, for such
denial or adverse claim is an abandonment of the fiduSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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crary character m which the trustee has stood to the
property."

In Gibson v. Jensm1, supra, there is a statement that
mere concealment of the agency, if such be done, is not
such fraud ru; v.ill toll the lltatute. V,Te make rdcrenee

to this statement because of tlJe possibla implication that
the gravamen of the action is tJw alleged agency undi~
closed between Yates on the one hand and the Aimonettos
and Simmons on tl1e other hand. The position that plaintiffs seem to take on this score is just as confusing as are
the allegations contained in their complaint, mainly for
the reason that the record shows tlmt the plaintiffs dealt
directly with tlw Aimoncttos and with Simmons and not
wHh Yates, and not thinking that Yates was the principal
·while in fact he was an undisclosed agent. The statement
in the G:ibsun. case that the concealment of the agent·y
is not such fmud as will toll the statute means, it seems
to uc;, that if plaint.ifl'~' aetion is ban"Cd against the principals (Aimonettos and Simmom) it would be barred
against Yates, and that the fact that the alleged agency
between Yates and his alleged principals was not disclosed would not toll the statute. Therefore, the allegation that tl1e fraud by Simmons and the Aimonettos was
discovered during the mouth of June 19.3-± would be available to Yates, nnd the ;;tntute 110uld not be tolled l1y
the a~sertion Umt the age1wy relationship 1ras not di~
covcred until a latC'r dnte.
'l'his action, unlike the ease of Ka-mas Secaritie.~ Co.
v. Taylor, 119 Ut.ah ~+1, ~~G P.2d 111, relied upon hy
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plaintiffs, is based on fraud and deceit. In the Kamas
Securities Co. case the defendant, as secretary of the
plaintiff corporation, had

posse~;:;ion

of thirty

share~

of

Kamas State Bank stock held by plaintif'f as security
on notes of a third party. Contrary to imtructions
defendant surrendered the stock to the maker of the
notes. There was a specific allRgation that the defendant
was flecretary of the ,'fllaintiff corporation during the
period in question "Thull, there is stated a cause of action

agaimt defendant as a corporate oll'iccr lor brcaeh of his
fiduciary dut.v.'' In holding the four year statute of
limitation~

to be applicable, the Court stated that while
the allegations of the amended complaint charged that
the defendant employed deceit "the charge in ib; entirety (it) is cleady one of breach of a fiduciary duty which
would mean that the four year statute of limitations
would be applieable."
Through the mcdiwn of the affidavit of Dupler (R.
28-29) the plaintiffs contend that they were "lulled into
a false sense of ::;ccmity" in the Fall of 1954 when it is
claimed tllat Dupler questioned defendant as to whether
l1e had paid ''hi::; share in the oil well transactions" and
defendant told Dupler that he had paid by checks, "but he
at that time refused to let affiant see the rhecks." Dupler
daims that he informed defendant that unless the checks
were produced a suit "for an accounting" would be filed.
It is then claimed that in the fore part of 1955 defendant
disclosed some checks whid1 eovered the payments de~
fendant was supposed to have made; that the dillclosure
of the checks lulled affiant into a false sense of security:
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that he then believed that the defendant had paid Jri.,
share and that in June of 1956 affiant "for the first time"
learned that the checks shown to him the fore part of
1955 were false.

As stated above, it was immaterial whether Yate:,:
ha.d paid for the interests allegedly assigned to him. ThA.
plaintiffs acquired their interests from the Aimonettos
and Simmons independent of the interests they say were

transferred to defendant. The payments made by plaintiffs to the Aimonettos and to Simmons were induced
by matters entirely unrelated to Yates and were the
result of separate and independent bargains. The plaintiffs were persuaded by representations of the prospective income producing power of the wells, the use of a
special gadget in the drilling operation, newspaper account" of production, the re:;ult of the Schlumberger if'st
and other matters to the exclusion of the amount that
Yates might have paid for his interests. Furthermore.
the alleged fraud centering around the acquisition of
the interests was discovered by the plaintiffs, according
to their ovm allegations in the Wyoming actions, in Junl.'
of 1954, including the alleged fact that "free interests'"
and identical interests had been assigned to "another" for
a stated consideration and the alleged falsity of the
same, all orruring prior to the time stated in the Dupler
affidavit.

ln Peak r. :1/arion Skarn Shore/ Co .. 8-t F.:!d G/(1
(9th C.), the theory of a concealment of the alleged fraud
as tolling the E>tatute of limitations was J"c-.ieeted. It wa~
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specifically held that restatements of the fraudulent
representation do not of themselves constitute a concealment, and that where a party is once put upon notice of
fraud he cannot avoid the consequences of his constructive knowledge of the fraud nor fulfill his duty to investigate '"by going to the party he suspects of the fraud.
He rannot desist from further investigation because he
i~ reassured of the truth of the original representations."
The ::mbject is annotated in 107 A.L.R. 589. The immateriality of the alleged representation that Yates paid
anything, let alone an equal amount, for any interest,
and the fact that the plaintiffs did not rely upon such
representation, makes the rule even more applicable in
the instant case.
'l'his Court in Peteler ·v. l~obinson, 81 Utah 535, 17
P.2d 244, subscribes to the general rule that, in the ab~ence of a trust or fiduciary relation between the parties,
a failure or withholding of known facts or concealing
ol them by the alleged responsible party, and of which
the other party is ignorant and which go to make up or
give a right to a cause of action is not such a fraudulent
concealment of the cause of action as to prevent the
running of the statute. In the instant case the plaintiffs
did not supplement the record or in any way assert a
fiduciary relationship placing upon Yates the dut.v of
disclosure in the Fall of 1954, the fore part of 1955 or
June of 1956, the times specified in the Dnpler affidavit
or, for that matter, at any other time. The case of Kalkruth v. Resort Properties, 134 P.2d 513, relied upon by
the plaintiffs, dealing with the problem of the timeliness
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of

effort~

to rescind a real estate contraet, is not in point.

CONCLUSION

As in Bichard~ -~;. Anderson, 9 Utah 2d 17, 337 P.2d
5!:1, the plaintiil's attack the surnmary judgment as arbitrarily depriving them of their right to a trial and to fully
present tJ1eir evidence and contcntiOTIS. '!'he salutary
purpose of the rule "of not requiring the time, trouble
and expeme of trial, when the best showing the plaintiff
could make would not entitle him to recovery under
the law," as stated in the Richards caJ:Ie, counters the
criticism of the rule.
Contrary to the generalities indulged in l1y the

plaintifl's, we have detailed the matters that were before
Uw trial court resulting in it.<; determination that there
i~

no genuine issue of fact. Considering all of the e>idence and every inference fairly to be derived therefrom
in the light most favorable to the plaintiffs, the genuineness of the issues that they attempt to rai~e i~ dis~ipated.
'J~llC trial court properly determined that priot· ~tate
ment>; of inducement and reliance made the allegation~
pre>;ently sought to be alleged nothing more tluw a fiction, likewise the allegation v.i.th respect to thr alleged
fraud as having been discovered in .June of 1956. Among
the fictions indulged in the instant case, and which
should not be countenaneed under an~- system of pleading.
are those with respect to agency, partnership and joint.

vf'nture and the reliance by the plain Ii f"f s upon any
representation allegedly made by defendant.
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Xothing if' said in the complaint about the Wyoming
proceedings which were premised upon fraud and dr.ceit
and matters of inducement in direct contradiction to
the matters presently attempted to be alleged. In Wyoming the plaintiffs expressly stated under oath that
there was no partnership v.ith Yates. They relied upon
direct negotiations with Simmons and the Aimoncttos,
charging that they were induced to purchase the various
interests by means of fal::;e representations independent
of anything that they claim againsl the present defendant. The plaintiffs settled their controversy with the
Aimonctto~, which involved the $7,000.00 item that Dupler alleged he paid to YaWs and that he claims Yates
failed to pay to the Aimonettos. The motion for summary
judgment disclosed the falsity of this allegation. If there
was any ageney it was between Dupler and his eo~plain
tiffs as disclosed by the swom testimony in the Wyoming
proceedings. The motion for summary judgment disclosed the untruthfulness of the allegations relied upon
to toll the statute of limitations.
One of the virtues of a motion for summary judgment under our present rules is the opportunity that it
affords to po.int out to the court prior to trial the fictitious premise of the document which invites the jurisdiction of tho eourt. Under the notiee form of pleading
pemritted by our Rules of Civil Procedure a motion for
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smnmary judgment in many cases, and particularly in
the instant case, is the protection afforded against sham
and fictitious allegations short of trial The judgment
appealed from should be sustained.
Respectfully submitted,
HALLIDAY & HALLIDAY
GUSTIN, Rl'CHARDS & :llATTSSON
Attorneys fQ'f' Defeni/LLnt tmd R68pf!nd.ent
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